The Complete Battery Solution
for
ProHD starts with…

QR-JVC7/14 HDV
•Gold Mount ® provides
compatibility with
Anton/Bauer batteries
•Exclusive Gold Mount
features including
RealTime circuitry

RealTime™ Display
In an exclusive collaboration between JVC and Anton/Bauer, the GY-HD100 was
specifically designed for a RealTime™ interface with Anton/Bauer batteries so that it
would display the remaining runtime in the viewfinder. The unique programming of
RealTime automatically detects the camera load and calculates runtime based on the
existing operating conditions, a distinct advantage for any video professional.

®

The power behind the best cameras
capturing the best images in the world.SM

And finishes with a full range of accessory
choices for your ProHD camcorder…
Gold Mount Batteries - The wide range of Anton/Bauer batteries
including the HyTRON®, Dionic®, ProPac® and Trimpac® allows complete
flexibility of size, chemistry, runtime and cost. Gold Mount batteries enable
video professionals around the world to optimize their camera performance
and ergonomics to their individual needs.
The Dionic 90, matched with the GY-HD100, provides in excess of 5 hours
runtime, helps counter balance the full size lens and is an ideal battery to
start your Anton/Bauer battery system.

Dionic 90

InterActive® Chargers – a complete family of high performance chargers, from full featured
PowerChargers - Quad 2702 and Dual 2722, to the economical performance of Titan™ TWQ, Titan
Twin, and Titan 70. The Titan 70 combines all the functionality of a one position InterActive charger
and the convenience of a noise free, lightweight, camera mounted, wide range, AC mains adapter.
Weighing a mere 1 pound, the compact design travels well and can remain attached to the camcorder
nearly all the time.
Mounting a Dionic 90 on the Titan 70 allows seamless transition between AC mains and instantly going
portable. By simply unplugging the line cord, the battery takes over – no glitch – no power interruption.

Titan 70

Ultralight® 2 - camera mounted fill light, designed specifically to work with any available light
to create truly studio quality images, the Ultralight eliminates objectionable shadows on foreground
subjects and is an essential tool for the blending with available light sources, comes standard with
diffused glass.
• Removable head module, spares available separately
• Compact, lightweight design folds into itself, without head module
• Powered via the integral 20” PowerTap cable that plugs directly into the Gold Mount
Ultralight 2

Complementing the Ultralight is an array of additional accessories to modify lighting for different
applications – UL dimmer, dichroic filter, soft box, wide angle adapter, and gels.

Specialty Mounting & PowerTap Adapters
Providing mounting and often power solutions for the numerous camcorder accessories for today’s
digital video professional is an invaluable feature of the Gold Mount system.

ABWMK-HD100 - hard disk drive/wireless mount, specifically designed with the HD100 in mind,
it provides an ideal mounting solution for the DR-HD100 and similar video hard drives, as well as
wireless mic receivers.

PowerTap-FS4 – provides power to the DR-HD100 hard disk drive from the Gold Mount battery,
via a special 14” PowerTap cable.

ABWMK-HD100
& DR-HD100

For more information please visit our website at: www.antonbauer.com
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